
ACROSS
 1 English agriculturist who invented the seed drill (6,4)
 6 Aeroplane runner for use when landing on snow or 

grass (4)
10 Upright, angular script printing-type (5)
11 Work inlaid with pieces of varicoloured wood, metal 

etc. (9)
12 Game played on a diamond-shaped circuit (8)
13 Marshy outlet of a lake or river (5)
15 See 26dn (7)
17 Slight hint or suspicion (7)
19 Tall palm with large fan-shaped leaves (7)
21 Hindmost horse in a team pulling a cart or carriage (7)
22 Horizontal plane or line (5)
24 Material used to cover or pack something (8)
27 Highest academic degree (9)
28 Italian sauce mainly of basil and cheese (5)
29 Form of Norse once spoken in Orkney and  

Shetland (4)
30 Funfair attraction involving riding through a dark,  

eerie tunnel (5,5)

DOWN
 1 Main guiser in Up Helly Aa on Shetland on Tuesday (4)
 2 And 21dn Paisley band formed in 1968 and named 

after a Scottish poet (9,7)
 3 Part of a clause giving information about the theme (5)
 4 (N American) 19th cent. corrupt political  

organisation (7)
 5 (German legend) Rhine siren who lured boatmen to 

their death (7)
 7 (Bowls) Another name for the jack (5)
 8 Minor procedure not requiring an overnight hospital 

stay (3,7)
 9 Where in Scotland? Clue - big, but not grand - ok, 

maybe? (8)
14 A plant that has no distinct seed leaves (10)
16 A flaky rectangular pastry with a sweet filling (8)

18 Fully landlocked large body of salt or fresh water (6,3)
20 Track beside a canal or river for horses pulling barges (7)
21 See 2dn (7)
23 (R.C.Church) Bishop’s deputy or representative (5)
25 Lark-like bird with brown streaky plumage (5)
26 And 15ac Scottish actor known as an authority on Robert Burns (4,7)
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